88 cressida

Toyota engines. Toyota plants. The Cressida was re-engineered on a regular four-year
schedule; the series was available as a wagon, coupe, or sedan; and the Cresta variant was
added in All were rear wheel drive, sharing driveline components and the straight-six engine
with the sporty Toyota Supra. Toyota did not break out their sales, but the company sold around
half a million in the U. The Mark II had simple but elegant styling, with round quad headlights in
most markets, soft cloth seats, high quality imitation wood trim, and generally high build quality
with tight clearances. Contemporary reviewers praised the absence of squeak and rattles, along
with the extensive soundproofing and the power and manners of the straight-six engine. Gas
mileage was not ideal, but still beat most American luxury cars. Cornering was reported to be
good, despite the smooth ride. This generation weighed around 2, pounds the wagon added
around 50 pounds. The car included air conditioning, which was unusual as a standard feature
at the time, along with an automatic transmission, power steering, rear seat armrests, a stereo,
radials, reclining front seats, and a rear window defroster. The Cressida was restyled, and the
coupe was a no-show, though the sedan and wagon continued. US cars had an automatic
driver's-side seat belt. On the lighter side, the engine size was boosted to 2. That was mild
enough, but the engine gained a dual overhead cam, and the rating shot up to hp hp in the
Cressida. This was impress for the small engine size. Buyers could choose two-tone paint, as
well. Reviewers again praised the Cressida for its cornering, ride, quiet interior, and build
quality, though noting that taller people might feel cramped, and that there was little interior and
trunk space. Standard features included reclining front bucket seats, power windows and locks,
tilt wheel, cruise, automatic temperature control, and FM stereo with power antenna. The soft,
comfortable suspension provided surprisingly good highway stability and control; new
variable-ratio rack and pinion steering helped the driving feel, and a standard
seven-way-adjustable driver's seat made it more friendly for long trips. The automatic
transmission kept its digital controls, with a power shift mode which lowered shift points for
better acceleration at the expense of gas mileage ; and buyers could opt for electronic shock
absorber control, with a sport mode that increased stiffness. Weight went up by over pounds.
The Cressida Luxury Wagon had over 70 cubic feet of carpeted cargo space, with the rear
seatbacks down. The redesign saw slight concessions to the trend in rounded styling along
with another pound weight gain and slight lengthening. The engine was a new 3-liter six, with
four valves per cylinder and a substantial horsepower boost to hp. The suspension and body
were tightened to improve cornering, without hurting the ride, and more sound insulation was
added to bring the Cressida to luxury-car levels of silence on the road. The car weighed 3,
pounds. Still, the Cressida, with its high quality and luxury in a relatively small package,
remained a good value and bet until its end in the US. After , the Cressida continued to be built
in Japan, albeit renamed to Mark X in Combined fuel economy was 19 mpg with two-barrel
carburetor and 21 with fuel injection. Forums Tacoma 4Runner Corolla. Car specs Length in
Wheelbase in In some export markets, Toyota marketed the vehicle as the Toyota Cressida
between and across four generations. Toyota replaced the rear-wheel-drive Cressida in North
America with the front-wheel-drive Avalon. The first series, called the Toyota Corona Mark II was
an all new vehicle at its introduction in , that sought to offer a car that was just under Japanese
government regulations concerning maximum vehicle dimensions and engine displacement,
thus allowing the Crown to grow larger and more luxurious. At the Mark II's introduction in the
late s, Toyota was known as a small, economy car manufacturer. The Mark II allowed Toyota to
establish itself as a more mainstream, international automaker and pursue new market
opportunities. The Mark II introduced a comfortable front-engine, rear-drive vehicle that was
larger than older Toyotas while maintaining an affordable price and better fuel economy than
vehicles with larger straight-six and V8 engines, and shared most of its technology and
appearance with the larger, more prestigious Crown. As the Mark II began to become popular
with drivers around the world, Toyota introduced variations of the Mark II with two different
model names, both sedans but with different styling and marketing approaches. The sportier
Toyota Chaser appeared in , and later in , the high luxury content Toyota Cresta appeared, and
both were exclusive together at Toyota Auto Store locations. As other automakers continued to
offer vehicles in this size class, the Mark II's popularity peaked in the s. The Mark II's siblings,
the Chaser and the Cresta were discontinued due to declining sales, partly influenced by the
Japanese recession that started in the early s, and were combined into the short-lived Toyota
Verossa. The Corona Mark II, first offered for sale in Japan, September , at Toyopet Store
dealerships, was intended as an alternative model to the more established luxury sedan, the
Crown , sold at Toyota Store dealerships, and the smaller Corona , also available at Toyopet
Stores. It was a slightly larger vehicle than the Corona with a higher level of equipment offered
at the time, sharing some of the features of the larger Crown, but taking the top position at
Toyopet Store locations. At its introduction, the Mark II was third in Toyota's hierarchy of

sedans, below the Crown and the all new, hand built, V8-engined limousine called the Toyota
Century. In there were minor cosmetic changes to the front grille. Its competitor was primarily
the Nissan Laurel in Japan, released earlier that year in April. In Japan, several trim packages
were offered, paired with multiple engine displacements due to Japan's annual road tax
obligation. The gradually larger engines obligated Japanese buyers to pay more tax, and
equipment levels were gradually increased to justify the expense. The US exported versions
arrived for the model year and often include the more powerful R series motors compared to
other regions. Engines were shared with the Corona, with both using the 2R , and the 12R
engine. Transmissions offered were an automatic transmission with three speeds for export and
two speeds in Japan, or a choice of either a four- or three-speed manual transmission. The
suspension setup uses double wishbone with coil springs at the front and leaf springs at the
back with a front-engine, rear-drive powertrain format. For North America, the Mark II was
available with bucket seats for the driver and front passenger, a center console with a
floor-mounted manual transmission, electric rear window defroster, and a full size spare tire
installed externally and underneath the cargo area on the wagon, with rear seats that fold down
to a fully carpeted rear cargo area. The second-generation was based on a new X series
platform, thus abandoning the previous T series chassis. In Japan, the second-generation was
renamed the Toyota Mark II, no longer using the prefix "Corona", while internationally the
"Corona" prefix was still used. The styling used on the second generation was dramatically
different from the first, showing similarities to the S60 series Crown. The appearance reflected a
popular styling trend that appeared during the s and s internationally, called " Coke bottle
styling " which Toyota adopted for only this generation of the Mark II. In export markets, a
version was sold as a wagon, whilst in the Japanese domestic market it was marketed as a van,
intended for commercial usage. Due to the introduction of the Toyota Hilux pickup truck, the
previously offered Mark II pickup was discontinued. The engines offered began with the 1. The
top level GSS hardtop coupe, which was offered as an alternative to the Crown Coupe, offered a
twin-cam design with dual carburetors for â€”, upgrading to electronic fuel injection starting in
In August , there were minor changes and updates. The basic trim package wagon was offered
with a five-speed manual transmission. Electronic fuel injection was introduced on the two-litre
four-cylinder 18R engine to increase power and lower fuel emissions. The 1. Even after the
introduction of the next Mark II, production of the second generation continued through
November The Crown line of cars was no longer marketed in North America due to poor sales.
This left a gap in Toyota's North American line up, offering only smaller compact cars. The
second-generation Mark II fortunately increased in size. The Mark II would be one of the few
sensible options for families transitioning from larger American Detroit cars in the midst of the
oil crisis. In it was marketed in the U. Standard features included a six-cylinder SOHC engine,
four-speed manual transmission, front disc brakes, heater defroster, and bucket seats. Some
available options were stereo cassette player , power steering, air conditioning, and a
three-speed automatic transmission. North American market cars had the 2. The third
generation was introduced with a more upscale, European type design. The lines are a
combination of the previous generation's American styling with a British-looking front end,
while demonstrating a new corporate Toyota appearance with the larger S80 series Crown. This
model generation was amongst the last cars to feature the Toyopet brand name, which was
dropped in The Toyopet name continued to be used for the dealership network in Japan,
however. The Grande trim was added to models with six-cylinder engines. The Mark II was split
into two other sedans so that they could sell different versions of the Mark II at the multiple
dealerships Toyota had established in the s. Some models had six-cylinder engines, optionally
with electronic fuel injection, borrowed from the larger Crown. In late October the 3T-U engine
was upgraded to pass the emissions standards with the aid of a lean-burn design. The Xseries
chassis numbers were the original codes for the third-generation Mark II, with X40 numbers
being gradually introduced about halfway through the life of the model for cars that could pass
the new, stricter emissions rules. In October a diesel-engined Mark II went on sale, a first for the
badge as an alternative to the diesel-powered Isuzu Florian. For instance, both of them feature a
combination of round and squared lighting. The grille and bonnet also has similar shapes, size,
and lines. The Toyota Chaser was released in as a competitor to the Nissan Skyline sedan. The
idea of the Chaser was to offer a sportier version of the Mark II and sold at a different Japanese
Toyota dealership called Toyota Auto Store , often with more powerful engines and different
suspension setups. Production started in December A few fully built up Crowns were
subsequently imported. In other markets, the larger Toyota Crown also remained available. The
name " Cressida " derives from the lead character in William Shakespeare 's play Troilus and
Cressida , inspired by Cressida , a female Trojan character. The North American models started
with the carbureted 4M engine MX32 but in mid the fuel-injected 4M-E replaced its carbureted

counterpart â€” this was one of the first Toyotas in the US to use fuel injection. In New Zealand,
where it was locally assembled and sold in a highly specified GL form replacing the 2.
Australian-market Cressidas received the 2. The automatic transmission was a four-speed
overdrive with an overdrive lockout. Power windows were optional. Soundproofing was
extensive, and the Cressida was famous for being one of the quietest cars on the road at the
time. In the United Kingdom, the Cressida was available in both sedan and wagon body styles.
The only engine available was the 18R and there was one trim level, badged De Luxe. Contrary
to common practice, this was not the same as DX specifications on other Toyota cars, but a
more upmarket version of the DX trim level. South African Cressidas all received the 2.
Originally only a fully equipped L version was available, with a lower-priced semi-deluxe version
appearing in the first month of A station wagon, Toyota's first in South Africa, appeared in
August It was available in either semi-deluxe or full deluxe trim, the latter only as an automatic.
The fourth-generation Mark II was introduced in In the twin-cam 1G-GEU engine was added. In
the automatic transmission was changed to an electronic controlled four-speed. The
top-of-the-line "Grande" version continued to be available, only in combination with the more
powerful engine options. The Van generally received less powerful engines and has very sparse
equipment, and was shorter than its passenger car equivalent due to the use of more compact
bumpers. The Mark II was common alongside the slightly smaller Corona as a taxi. The X60
Mark II introduced the world's first voice warning system developed and offered as standard.
The second-generation Cressida, the MX63 sedans for model years and with new IRS, the
Wagon and solid rear axle model is the MX62 , was a significant redesign from the previous
generation. North American Xseries Cressidas all received versions of the 2. Much like the
contemporary Camry and Corolla, the US market Cressida had a unique interior that differed
from other LHD variants, including those sold in nearby Canada, in order to satisfy American
design tastes and certain federal requirements. While other LHD Cressidas had essentially a
mirror image of the RHD interior sold in markets like Japan and Australia, the US spec interior
had a unique steering wheel, completely different bottom half of the dashboard with more
luxurious soft touch materials, and the major addition of the automatic shoulder belts, which
were not offered in any other market. The Cressida was the first car to offer an automatic
motorized passive seat belt system, a full year ahead of the legal requirement taking effect. In ,
the Cressida was refreshed and gained an independent semi-trailing link rear suspension, rear
vented disc brakes, and the 5M-GE engine. Much of this technology came from the Toyota
Supra parts bin with minor differences. A five-speed manual transmission was available, but
cars equipped with it were considerably more rare than automatic versions. The electronically
controlled A43DE automatic transmission was another improvement over the previous
hydraulically controlled A43DL transmission and had three modes: Power, Normal, and
Economy. This iteration was praised for its handling, ride, quiet interior, and most of all, its
reliability; the Cressida was quickly gaining a reputation for outstanding ownership. The
US-market Cressida was the first car to come with motorized automatic shoulder harnesses
which wrapped around front seat occupants when the door was closed and the ignition
switched on. All US-market Cressidas from on were so equipped. This model was again
assembled in New Zealand initially only with a two-litre, four-cylinder petrol engine and
five-speed manual or optional three-speed automatic transmission. Various markets received
different bodywork, combining various elements of the Mark II, Chaser , and Cresta variants.
After the mid-generation facelift, a mid-grade specification similar to the original one-model line
was offered on New Zealand assembled models with the four-cylinder engine; a new top version
had a two-litre six-cylinder engine, four-speed automatic and air conditioning, becoming the
first NZ-built Toyota to have 'air' as standard. A large number of the four-cylinder cars with
dealer-fitted air conditioning were sold to car hire company Hertz Rent A Car. Both engines
were below two litres to avoid the higher sales taxes that applied on larger engines in New
Zealand at the time. This model was sold as a Cressida in Europe as well, albeit only in a few
markets and never in significant numbers. Toyota was withdrawing from the large car
categories in Europe at this time, focusing on the smaller vehicles. The Crown had been
discontinued in many European markets, leaving the Cressida as the biggest Toyota available.
Production swapped to the X51 and X61 Chaser in , with the addition of the 6-cylinder 2. Body
styles offered were a four-door sedan and 4-door hardtop, no longer offering the 2-door hardtop
with this generation. The "Avante" trim level had a sport tuned suspension using Michelin tires.
This generation saw a new competitor from Nissan called the Nissan Leopard with a lower
asking price in comparison to the Japanese market favorite, the Skyline. The Mark II continued
to remain very viable for fleet sales, government agencies and taxi services. Visually they are
different on the exterior while the interior remains untouched. Exterior changes on the Hardtop
version includes a slanted nose which requires a new grille, a thinner headlamp assembly that

match the slanted nose, frameless door windows, thinner tail lamp, front fenders and bumper.
Body panel is stamped different from the standard version. It does not have the aggressive
slanted front end, conservative body panels and framed windows. In August the range received
a minor facelift and some technical improvements. The X70 station wagon was produced from
to with only a few minor revisions over the years. In most markets, sales of this wagon was
stopped when the next model of the sedan was introduced but they continued to be sold in
Japan for use as delivery vehicles. In for the model year, a new Cressida was introduced by
Toyota. This was the MX73 MX72 for wagon. The 5M-E engine was mostly unchanged from the
model year but gained a knock-sensor, which detected pre-ignition and adjusted timing
accordingly when a lower-grade fuel was used. The bodystyle was all-new, larger, and more
aerodynamic than previous generations. Like its main competitor at the time, the Nissan
Maxima , it was given the "compact" designation, though it had grown in size. New options
included were an electronic shock absorber control TEMS , CD player, super monitor, digital
gauges, standard woodgrain trim, and secondary radio controls that were placed right by the
steering wheel for easier access while driving. The major difference was the automatic shoulder
belts, along with unique steering wheel, and different dash board design. The model was not
offered with a manual transmission and the wagon was discontinued in Cressida badging was
also used in other export markets with smaller engines. This series first appeared in August The
"Avante" series previously introduced became a luxury upgrade starting with this generation
and body styles were reduced again to a 4-door hardtop only. The exterior dimensions of this
car were slightly smaller in comparison to sister cars Mark II and Cresta , but the Chaser was
more performance oriented, while maintaining the advanced features and luxurious interior of
the Cresta. Disc brakes are larger in diameter, and was now equipped with bucket seats, but
Toyota's TEMS electronic suspension wasn't installed. Minor change in August The 1G-GEU
engine received improvements, while the LPG engine was changed to the larger 3Y-PU , larger
bumpers, front grille and changes in, substantial efforts were made to the equipment. Was
popular in early-type rear combination lamps are kept to a minor change. January a special
edition "Lordly" was released, May a special edition "Chaser Avante" was released. In
September the 2L and 2L-T diesel engines were now compliant with the passenger car
emissions standards. In January special edition "Avante Supra" released as a companion to the
third-generation Supra. The Grande G series used the 3. The GT model was only available with
an automatic transmission. All six-cylinder X80 models used independent rear suspension ,
while the four-cylinder models had solid rear axles. After , the X80 series continued to be
produced for taxi fleet vehicles until , when the Crown Comfort assumed taxi duties. Toyota
introduced the slightly larger fourth generation of the Cressida, the MX83 , in for the model year
â€” the final generation for the Cressida in North America. Standard features included a new,
more powerful 3. As with the powertrain, most other mechanicals were modified versions of
those in the Supra , most notably the new double-wishbone rear suspension. Standard
equipment included power windows and locks, cruise control, a tilt-telescoping steering wheel,
and a four-speed automatic transmission. Options included antilock brakes, a power driver's
seat, leather upholstery, power moonroof, and a CD player. Cressidas of this generation sold in
North America featured motorized automatic seat belts ; airbags were never offered. Downsides
include a somewhat uncomfortable back seat, ride quality that deteriorated with a full load of
passengers, and a trunk with only The most substantive change was the facelift for model year ,
which brought brighter alloy wheels, a redesigned grille containing the new Toyota "T" logo,
and simplified climate controls. In the Middle East, the Cressida had a 2. The other available
engine was the 2. At its peak, the Cressida was so popular in the Middle East that almost every
five in 10 cars was a Cressida. This was popular as both a taxi and with private buyers alike due
to its immense reliability, tough body panels, cheap spare parts and relatively comfortable ride.
The Cressida was sold until the end of in the Middle East with the Camry immediately
positioned as the successor. In Australia, the Cressida was sold from April to February , when it
was replaced by the Vienta and later the Avalon in the full-size bracket. The Cressida also
played a part in the design of the first Lexus models, most closely resembling the LS However,
some of the shared concepts and similarity between the Cressida and early Lexus models in
turn led to the decision to eventually discontinue the Cressida in most markets, as it would
overlap with vehicles sold under the Lexus marque. The redesign of the Camry and introduction
of the XLE V6 model helped cover the Cressida's market as well, despite the fact it was a more
economy -oriented and front-wheel-drive vehicle, while the Cressida was high-end and
rear-wheel-drive. The introduction of the Toyota Avalon in the American market in filled the gap
left by the cancellation of the Toyota Cressida in The Avalon was a front-wheel drive full-size car
, powered by a V6 engine , as the third-generation Camry remained in the mid-market but now
had grown in proportions to be classified as a mid-size. The Cressida was an upper-level

mid-size rear-wheel drive car with a straight-six engine , as the mid-market second-generation
Camry was still classified as a compact car in the early s. The Lexus GS , introduced in â€” one
year after the Cressida's discontinuation â€” could also be considered a spiritual successor to
the Cressida, as a midsize rear-wheel drive Toyota luxury vehicle with a strong kinship to the
Toyota Supra and also derived from a shortened version of the Toyota Crown platform. It
received a new front bumper including grill , rear bumpers and tail lights and some weight
mainly due to regulations. The Mark II had also grown. Under Japanese exterior dimension
regulations , this series was no longer regarded as a "compact car". Toyota added a new sedan,
called the Toyota Scepter with the major difference being a front-wheel-drive powertrain. Styling
of this generation showed a corporate similarity to the Toyota Windom , which was exclusive to
Toyota Corolla Store locations. The Mark II sedans and X70 wagons and van was planned to sell
about 14, units per month, while the sister models Cresta and Chaser were expected to have
monthly sales of and units respectively. The X90 series was available in six different trim levels.
All trims came standard with fully automatic air conditioning and faux wood interior paneling.
The base GL was available in either standard or automatic with a choice of a diesel or petrol
four-cylinder engine. The slightly more up-market Groire had the same engine and transmission
options as the GL with more standard features over its inferior. The diesel engine was now fitted
with electronic fuel injection and had lower NO x emissions. The next four trim levels featured
only petrol straight sixes for engines and either rear- or all-wheel drive. The Grande was
available with either a 2. The Grande was otherwise identical to the Groire in terms of options
and equipment. The Grande G was available with either the aforementioned 1JZ or a 3. It also
came from the factory with, traction control, ABS, an optional torsen LSD and optional 5-speed
manual transmission. The hardtop approach was used on various segments of core Toyota
sedans by offering a more upscale hardtop version. These cars were offered for consumers who
wanted the luxurious approach offered by the Toyota Crown hardtop and sedan, as well as the
Mark II four-door hardtop , Cresta four-door sedan and Chaser four-door hardtop and
performance enhancements , and the next segment down on the Corona and Carina , called the
Toyota Corona EXiV and the Toyota Carina ED , with the Toyota Corolla Ceres and the Toyota
Sprinter Marino at the lowest segment, which were all offered at reduced prices and tax liability
based on the vehicles size. The various versions were sold at different Toyota dealerships
dedicated to particular models. New for this production run was the introduction of all-wheel
drive to Grande and Grande G as well as the use of Toyota's new VVTi system on its engines.
Also new was the standardization of ABS and a new electronic traction control system. The
Groire trim level was also dropped for this production run. The base GL came with only the 2. It
came with basic features like power windows and door locks and automatic air-conditioning,
but sportier options were only available on higher-level trims. However, traction control and
ABS were available as options. The Grande trim levels had a plethora of options and features
available not limited to but including tilt-steering, standard ABS, traction control and AWD. The
base Grande was powered by either the 2. New for was the Grande Four: a four-wheel-drive
variant of the Grande, it was powered by the 1JZ-GE and mated to a 4-speed automatic
transmission sending power to all wheels via a center differential. The "G package" included
leather anointments for the steering wheel and seats as well as power front seats. The Tourer V
received some noticeable tweaks from its X90 series counterpart: along with the implementation
of ETCS and VVTi, the engine now received forced induction through one large turbocharger as
opposed to two smaller ones in a parallel configuration. According to Toyota, this smoothed out
the torque curve allowing the engine to deliver more torque at a lower RPM and with VVTi,
improved the car's fuel economy. This last generation of Mark II hosted several new
technologies for Toyota. The new 2. This version of the JZ series engine features a redesign
head to optimize fuel economy and performance. During this time, Toyota has discontinued the
Chaser and Cresta nameplate and created the Verossa. Toyota has also eliminated the Tourer S
and Tourer V and instead called their sportier version 2. Other models include the 2. Minor
changes was made in New headlight, grill and a redesign bumper freshen up the front end while
a new taillight design and new chrome trim for the trunk handle finish up the rear end. The
introduction of the 2. The iR-V was the only model to feature a hand brake instead of a floor
mounted E-brake and was the only model to include an optional R 5 speed manual
transmission. The G-tb model was discontinued in favor for the 2. The Blit used straight-six
engines with an optional turbo that was discontinued in May The engines used were the same
as the sedan model. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Toyota Cressida.
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has 2 nationwide Cressida listings and the tools to find you a great deal. The Toyota Cressida
did not see any changes for the model year, since a redesign was in store for the following year.
The Toyota Cressida came as a sedan only. The engine was a 2. The Cressida was
well-equipped, coming with a generous amount of standard features. The Toyota Cressida has
many fans who still drive it today, after almost two decades on the road. Cressida enthusiasts
say that the interior is just as luxurious as any car available today. They also like the
fun-to-drive rear-wheel-drive, excellent handling, and bulletproof reliability. Some owners have
had problems with rust, and in the event of repairs, drivers caution that parts can be extremely
expensive. Hi, just bought a 88 Cressida, nice car Any ideas about how to fix this? At the
moment I Average user score. Based on 1 review. My Cressida by Ali. Updated Mar 3, by
Anonymous. What's your take on the Toyota Cressida? Have you driven a Toyota Cressida?
Rank This Car. Cars compared to Toyota Cressida. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse
questions. Favorite Favorite. Toyota Cressida Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related
Models For Sale. Other Years. Compare Toyota Cressida to Related Models. Select Year When
Johnsea purchased this Toyota Cressida it came loaded with an inline-six and automatic
transmission. It stayed that way for about seven days. The fa
72 chevelle weight
camry cooling fans wiring diagram
miller cycle engine mazda millenia
ctory engine was removed to make way for a LSx V8 consisting of a 5. Behind the engine sits a
Competition Clutch 6 puck clutch and T six-speed transmission. The front subframe used the
stock Cressida version but was cut and boxed so the oil pan would fit. A Nissan S13 front
suspension was then installed along with a five lug hubs. The rear subframe is completely
custom made from square tubing. Johnsea estimates he spent hours making the jig, rear
subframe, and squaring it to the car. Excellent work! Your email address will not be published.
Send new articles to your email inbox. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This site uses
Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. View this post on
Instagram. Mike April 27, at am. Might want to contact the owner. You never know he might be
willing to sell it. Ron June 2, at pm. Very interested in the rear subframe is it possible to make
another one? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

